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ABSTRACT 
 
The Trial of Jesus is arguably the most consequential legal event in the evolution of Western 
Civilization. It has a profound impact on the concept of Justice and its far-reaching effect is felt 
whether or not one is religious or non-religious. Yet it is strange that in the vast literature on the Trial 
of Jesus, there is no Theology of the Trial. Why did the authorities bother to bring Jesus to trial? Why 
did they not resort to the typical (and much simpler) Biblical solution for troublesome people, i.e. 
having Jesus unceremoniously killed? What was the purpose of the Trial?  
 
In this lecture, Professor Weiler will discuss the historical, political, and legal background to the Trial, 
and, especially, the procedural propriety of the Trial. Through reflecting upon these and other 
questions, he will explore how this Trial shaped the Western notions of Justice. 
 

 
ABOUT THE SPEAKER 
 
Professor J.H.H Weiler has been President of the European University Institute (EUI) in Florence 
since 1 September 2013, where he co-founded the Academy of European Law and the European 
Policy Unit, the precursor of the Robert Schuman Centre. Joseph Weiler is also Professor at the 
National University of Singapore; University Professor and European Union Jean Monnet Chair at 
New York University School of Law (on leave); and Honorary Professor at various universities such 
as University College, London and the University of Copenhagen. He is also a WTO and NAFTA 
Panelist. Joseph Weiler is Editor in Chief of EJIL – the European Journal of International Law and 
ICON – the International Journal of Constitutional Law. He is the author of numerous articles and 
books in the fields of international, comparative, and European law. 
 

 
REGISTRATION 
 
Registration commences at 5.30pm and light refreshments will be served. Please be punctual. There 
is no registration fee for this seminar but seats are limited. Please register by 20 Aug 2014, 
Wednesday.  To register, please click here and you will receive an automated message upon 
submission. For enquiries, please contact Ms Alexandria Chan at Tel: 6601 2693 or email us at 
clemail@nus.edu.sg 
 
A cocktail reception will be held after the lecture. 
 
Directions to the law school may be found at http://law.nus.edu.sg/about_us/location.html  
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